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INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, equipment maintenance and quality control has been a reactive activity. In-house R&D departments, quality control agencies,
or equipment manufacturers identify routine timetables and warranty periods wherein the equipment is primed for maintenance checks. The
reactive approach to equipment maintenance presents a barrage of challenges that vary from lack of timely intervention to prevent machine
failures, to increased cost of maintenance. For example, in the chemical manufacturing industry, the world best practice maintenance costs
are 1.8% to 2.0% of the replacement value of the plant (the original asset value incremented annually for inflation). In the worst operations,
maintenance costs more than 5% of the asset replacement value per year. 1
However, over the past decade, the implementation of digital technologies and automation on the shop floor and beyond, has led to gradual
evolution of asset maintenance from a reactive approach to condition based maintenance, with prescriptive maintenance, being seen as the
hallmark of asset management in the long run.
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FIGURE 1. Traditional maintenance approach fall short

The alternative approaches to prescriptive maintenance, namely reactive maintenance, preventive maintenance, and predictive maintenance
are all ingrained with issues around speed, economics, and risk.
While reactive and preventive maintenance are time bound, and impair continuous operations, the former is pursued upon complete
machinery breakdown and the latter is scheduled—when machines are not operating. Predictive maintenance, at the other end of
conditional maintenance, anticipates asset breakdown but does not deliver reliable prescriptions of future action. However, predictive
maintenance is facing several challenges that limit its adoption.
First, it requires adequate and structured data collection of different formats. It needs to support wide range of complex environments
through integration with IoT components. It is often not considered an integral part of the overall maintenance process. Last but not least, it
strongly requires decision support environment because decisions based on equipment, production chain, and products can have a very
large financial impact. Additional challenges linked to the artificial intelligence (AI) technology are the lack of training (know-how) and of
trust in predictive maintenance technologies. This last aspect is also due to the black box model (no possible interpretation) of some of the
predictive maintenance solution.

1

“The Cost of Maintenance Destroys Your Capital Investment Returns,” Accendo Reliability
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PRESCRIPTIVE MAINTENANCE AT A GLANCE
Manufacturing, transportation, oil and gas, and other heavily mechanized industries rely on supply chain fluidity to stay afloat. Organizations
in these industries have made significant investments in mission‑critical machinery that is relied upon to drive business outcomes.
Unexpected malfunctions in assets and even regularly scheduled maintenance can be costly in terms of downtime, lost productivity, and risk.
Maintaining this equipment, as you know, isn’t easy. Some organizations are spending a lot of time performing manual inspections and
analyses of these assets.
Prescriptive maintenance, a concept synonymously viewed as Digital Prescriptive Maintenance (DPM) or prescriptive analytics, has been
seen by many as a significant improvement to earlier iterations of maintenance approaches. At a fundamental level, prescriptive
maintenance adopts a cocktail of AI and analytics-based approaches to provide prediction interpretation and identify the actions to be taken
to optimize the outcomes.
Prescriptive maintenance improves upon predictive maintenance across several dimensions. Apart from taking data from existing assets, and
providing real-time asset health along with potential defects and prescriptions, prescriptive maintenance algorithms arbitrate multiple
prediction instances to rank decisions based on extraneous factors such as cost, criticality, and customer-specific data. By way of such
arbitrage, prescriptive maintenance enables predictions to transform into decisions and tangible actions.
The trigger for adoption of prescriptive maintenance over traditional approaches is driven by three factors:
• Speed: Delayed response to maintenance issues and lack of automation, optimum solution based on asset and business data
• Economics: High inventory, maintenance costs, and unplanned operations downtime; productivity loss due to quality issues
• Risk: Risk to employee/public safety and environmental impact due to root cause visibility
Organizations adopting prescriptive maintenance approaches in the face of these challenges have witnessed significant improvements in
business operations and cost optimization efforts. For instance, implementation of prescriptive maintenance improves defect detection rate
by 90% while reducing maintenance expenses by 30% and instances of machine breakdowns by 70%. 2

IMAGE-BASED QUALITY CONTROL
The field of computer vision has been positively impacted by the recent advancements in AI—deep learning, in particular—processing
power and performance. It’s only natural that over time, more and more solutions are introduced to perform computer vision tasks more
efficiently in all industries and domains. Therefore, demand for these solutions is growing quickly.
The manufacturing vertical is under pressure to deliver higher quality and more custom smart products at lower costs while improving
productivity and time to market. The quality management process in this industry is one of the areas that is benefitting from adopting
state-of-the-art computer vision solutions. According to McKinsey, 3 the recent advancements in AI-based quality assurance promise
productivity increases of up to 50%. Detection accuracy of defects increases while simultaneously flexibility is enhanced and deployment
times decrease. Improvements of up to 90% in defect detection as compared to human inspection are feasible using deep-learning-based
systems.4
Image-based quality control solution is a starting point for any organization interested in the field of computer vision who wants to explore
the most practical algorithms and solutions. Image-based quality control can automate the whole quality control process and be even more
precise than the human eye. The solution can be used for any kind of surface quality monitoring, from raw materials to finished products,
and can replace costly manual labor or expensive special purpose machinery. Depending on specific requirements, the quality control use
cases can be customized to meet context-aware requirements, such as alert appliances and systems of all kinds to dynamically adapt their
behavior at runtime.

2

“Forecast Snapshot: Prescriptive Analytics Software, Worldwide, 2019,” Gartner, Inc., 2019
“Smartening up with Artificial Intelligence (AI)—What’s in it for Germany and its Industrial Sector?,” McKinsey, 2017

3, 4
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FIGURE 2. Functional view of image-based quality control solution

DPM and image-based quality control solution overview
The solution focuses on five selected functional areas (see Figure 3). Each functional area is addressed with modular components for
implementation. The solution provides an open framework so that the IT and data teams can build upon while integrating their data
ecosystem and existing developments in the solution workflow. From that perspective, the solution benefits organizations who want to
control and evolve their predictive/prescriptive maintenance solution instead of buying a specialized/black box-based product.
Through its components, the solution offers an array of functionalities ranging from real-time and batch data streaming, to image analysis,
prediction interpretation, and guided maintenance. It facilitates these through prescriptive maintenance, image-based analytics models, and
the data gathered from the machine through the incremental checkpoints of descriptive, diagnostic, control, and predictive analytics. Based
on the foundational analysis of the priori methods, the prescriptive analytics model uses simulation techniques with inputs and constraints to
recommend and rank the actions to be taken. Quality control techniques have evolved from time-consuming and expensive manual
processes to image analysis techniques using cameras. However, until very recently the algorithms were based on hard-coded rules to
account for possible known defects or pixel-wise comparisons to a reference. These techniques are rigid, complex, and inefficient.
State-of-the-art computer vision solutions based on deep learning can overcome these challenges, as the algorithms are able to learn the
product features to detect, classify, and locate possible defects.

FIGURE 3. Functional layers of DPM solution
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The solution provides the following functionalities:
• Open end-to-end solution framework
• Data ingestion, visualization, interpretation, and automation
• Batch and streaming data from IT and IoT
• Real-time anomaly detection on data, images, and videos
• Prediction of equipment or product failure
• Real-time inference at the edge
• Visualization at the edge with labelling interface and local dashboard
• Automated provisioning of model deployment and management (Machine Learning Operations)

DELIVERING THE SOLUTION FROM EDGE TO CLOUD
The execution of the solution requires an understanding of two perspectives, namely the functional view and implementation view. While the
functional view of the solution sets the context of the potential data flow and analysis pathways, the implementation view introduces you to
templates that an organization can use to deploy the solution.
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FIGURE 4. DPM workflow

Organization’s data ecosystem or even leading predictive maintenance solutions can be ingested and first monitored in real time
(condition-based monitoring represented here as operation control at the bottom of Figure 4). Then, analytic dashboard provides a first
detailed visualization of past data that can be transmitted to the data science platform. When there is no historically labelled data (that is,
having the historical information on equipment state, failure or not), an exploration flow provides an AI-based automated anomaly detection
that can automatically detect noncommon combination of sensor data such as voltage, temperature or speed of a wind turbine that could
announce an issue. When historically labelled data is available, an exploitation can be leveraged to run image analysis or build a predictive
model. This model can then be deployed against current data to predict equipment failure. The prescriptive dashboard will detail the failure
prediction, enrich the decision context with the company data, and provide a ranked prescriptive dashboard. Finally, an action such as call
the equipment specialist, shutdown the equipment, or activate the chatbot can be manually or automatically initiated.
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Implementation view
As shown in Figure 5a, the solution includes data science workflow templates based on HPE project experience. These templates can be
customized (new connections, new data, and so on) during service implementation. These templates cover unsupervised learning and
supervised learning tasks as well as image analysis and text analysis.

‒ Open end-to-end solution framework
‒ Data ingestion, visualization, interpretation, and
automation
‒ Batch and streaming data from IT and IoT
Workshop

Proof of
value

Integration and
deployment

‒ Real-time anomaly detection on data, images,
and videos
‒ Prediction of equipment or product failure
‒ Real-time inference at the edge

HPE Container
HPE
ML Ops
Platform

Analytics and ML
software
HPE Edgeline

HPE Apollo

HPE servers

Data lakes, IoT,
infrastructure

‒ Visualization at the edge with labelling interface
and local dashboard
‒ Automated provisioning of model deployment
and management (machine learning operations)

FIGURE 5a. Data science workflow template

Stream Processor
440K (2 TB)
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Curated Data

Stream Scoring
(AI Inference)

Archive for Post Analysis

Display events
to Operators

Cameras

Edge Gateway
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Apollo 6500

EL4000

NVIDIA® Tesla P4

FIGURE 5b. Image-based quality control

• Use case on customer data, design analytic scope, load, and qualify data
• Implementation of analytic functions leveraging partner products
• Custom implementation: Fully functional solution integrated into client environment
• Enterprise-grade support, proactive and tailored for the way you operate your IT
• Available on-premises, in hybrid or public cloud environment

NVIDIA Tesla P100
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8 to 12 weeks

1 week

Workshop
‒ Achieve a common understanding and
vision around AI and analytics
‒ Quickly identify a potential use case
and create a road map
‒ Investigate relevant use cases and
priorities
‒ Identify dependencies and readiness
of data sources
‒ Evaluation of architecture scenarios

Evolve

Proof of value and
design
‒ Demonstrate business analytics
insights on customer data
‒ Design analytics scope (descriptive,
diagnostic, predictive, prescriptive,
automated, and so on)
‒ Load and qualify data
‒ Implement analytics functions/
integration of partner’s solution
‒ Report and next steps

Implementation and
operations
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒

Fully functional solution
Optimize, tune
Integrated into client environment
Training
Support

FIGURE 6. HPE DPM services

Software
• The following software components are included into the DPM service. However, only Dataiku is mandatory while the other components
can be replaced by software with similar capabilities (such as SQL Server instead of Vertica).
– Data science platform, for example, Dataiku Data Science Studio
– Persistent storage, for example, Vertica
– Business Intelligence Tool, for example, Qlik Sense Enterprise
– Publish-Subscribe Mechanism, for example, Apache Kafka
– Data Transformation Platform, for example, Apache NiFi
– Interaction-Oriented Application Platform, for example, HPE Smart Integration Server (SIS)
– Web server, for example, Microsoft IIS
– Software development platform, for example, Microsoft Visual Studio
– Machine learning operations, for example, HPE ML Ops software
– Container platform, for example HPE Container platform
– Source code management system, for example, GitHub
In addition to the selection of the enabling tools for DPM, deployment options also need to be considered and the following are supported:
• Traditional on-premises deployment
• On-premises deployment using a containerized approach
• Cloud deployment within Microsoft Azure using a containerized approach

Hardware
The data science platform is the core component of DPM service.
Hewlett Packard Enterprise and Dataiku have defined reference configurations to support DPM service. Dataiku Science Studio platform is
architected around three types of nodes:
• Design node
– To build data science workflow and train models
• Automation node
– To schedule automation and transformations
• Scoring (inference) node
– To call scoring functionality from application
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A minimum configuration (ten users including data scientists, business and data analysts) would bring the following infrastructure:
• Design platform: 2 x HPE ProLiant DL360 Gen10, 10 cores, 32 GB RAM, 1.2 TB usable
• Automation platform: 1 x HPE ProLiant DL360 Gen10, 10 cores, 32 GB RAM, 1.2 TB usable
• Scoring platform: 2 x HPE ProLiant DL360 Gen9, 8 cores @ 3.2 GHz, 32 GB RAM, 340 GB
• Training platform: If the project requires combination of unstructured data such as images and structured data such as telemetry data
then an HPE Apollo 6500 allows intensive training of models

Enterprise data
center training

Platform
Workload/
use case

Acceleration
Good
Better
Best

Apollo 6500 (XL270d)
•
•

Entry data center training and inference

ProLiant DL380

Heavy data set
training
Mixed training
workloads (ex.
NLP/Computer vision)

•

•

•

Apollo 2000 (XL190r)1
•
•

Light data set
training/inference
Small training
workloads (ex. NLP)

•

Data center inference
High-performance, high
density
Up to 2 servers/2U

Up to 2–4x T4

•

Up to 2–4x T4

•

Up to 12x NVIDIA T4

•

Up to 8x Quadro RTX
6000/8000

•

Up to 5x Quadro RTX 4000

•

Up to 4x RTX 4000

•

Up to 8x NVIDIA Tesla
V100-32GB SXM2

•

Up to 3x V100-32GB PCIe

•

Up to 2x V100-32GB PCIe

Edge training
and inference

Edgeline EL8000 (e910)
•

•

Compact highperformance, real-time
inference and training
at the edge
Rugged environments

Edge inference

Edgeline EL4000 (m710x)
•
•

High-performance,
real-time inference at
the edge
Rugged environments

•

Up to 1x T42

•

Up to 1x T43

•

Up to 8x T4 or 2x RTX
4000/60002

•

Up to 2x T43

•

Up to 2x V100-32GB PCIe2

•

Up to 4x T43

Training focus

Data center (scale)

Inference focus

Edge

1 HPE

Apollo 2000(XL190r)—acceleration/GPUs is based upon single node configuration.
2 HPE ProLiant e910 blade is available in a 1U or 2U tray. Accelerators are installed within each blade.
3 Corresponding ProLiant m710x blade must be configured for each accelerator in the chassis.

FIGURE 7. Digital prescriptive maintenance and image-based quality control platforms

The other software components would require additional servers. Here are the possible specifications to be reviewed:
• Persistent storage, for example, Vertica: Three HPE DL360 or DL380 servers
• Business intelligence tool, for example, Qlik Sense Enterprise: One HPE DL360 server
• Publish-subscribe mechanism, for example, Apache Kafka: Two HPE DL360 servers
• Data transformation platform, for example, Apache NiFi: Two HPE DL360 servers
• Interaction-oriented application platform, for example, HPE SIS: One HPE DL380 server
• Web server, for example, Microsoft IIS: One HPE DL360

SOLUTION BENEFITS
Implementing the prescriptive maintenance and image-based quality control solution offers the following benefits:
Speed
• Faster response to quality and maintenance issues
• Increased automation and fast analytics based on asset, image, and data
• Optimize maintenance scheduling and parts–real-time analytics

Edgeline EL1000 (m710x)
•
•
•

Portable highperformance, real-time
inference at the edge
Wireless capable
Rugged environments

•

Up to 1x T4

•

Up to 2x T4
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Better economics
• Lower inventory, asset, maintenance costs
• Limit unscheduled downtime by only stopping machines when required for maintenance
• Productivity gains due to quality improvements
Compliance and security
• Mitigate the risks to employee/public safety and environmental impact due to root cause visibility
• Lack of traceability of production faults
• Avoid defective production on undetected errors in productive chain
Prescriptive and predictive maintenance—manufacturing examples
A steel company needed to stop the production line because of the production defect. Working with HPE Pointnext Services, the steel
manufacturer managed to predict maintenance one month before the failure, eliminating unneeded, expensive postproduction control,
preventing production defects and reducing the number of downtime. In another project, an aluminum maker was looking to improve the
quality management of the aluminum anodes. Any malfunctioning anode, whether it cracks or falls apart, increases the consumption of
electricity, reduces the quality of the final aluminum, and requires a team of experts to deal with the situation. Working with HPE Pointnext
Services, the company implemented a predictive model to identify the anode blocks that are likely to fail in production before they were
actually used. This increased energy efficiency and the quality of the final product.
Image-based quality control—a manufacturing example
An electronics parts manufacturing company generated a tremendous amount of data, approximately 15 million images a day. The company
needed a better way to analyze it and optimize its manufacturing process through ML/AI. New technologies allowed decision-making to be
pushed closer to the edge to allow the company to take immediate action when a problem starts to occur—before it affects product quality.
In collaboration with HPE Pointnext Services and leveraging HPE, partner technologies, the company defined an edge-to-cloud architecture
that leverages AI analytics that converge OT and IT all in one system to deliver real-time analytics and failure event detection. The company
can now find problems faster, enabling better decisions and take action when problems first occur—before they affect product quality. HPE
Apollo systems, HPE Edgeline converged systems, and AI advisory from HPE Pointnext Services were all part of the solution.
Image-based quality control—a retail example
A large global retailer that managed > 5K stores and files approx. 600,000 work orders a year for the damaged in-store assets such as
vending machines was looking to improve the accuracy for identifying assets, filling out repair orders, and attaching A/V documentation.
Working with HPE Pointnext Services AI experts and leveraging the software from HPE Education Services—the team added the computer
features to the software to recognize different assets in need of maintenance. This image-based quality assurance solution is expected to
reduce the number of service orders, enable self-service, and speed up maintenance.

Workshop
This 1-day visual and interactive workshop covers AI, machine learning, Big Data, and analytics topics. It provides the following benefits:
• Start an AI project fast
• Align business, data, and IT operations teams
• Explore opportunities, priorities and select relevant use cases
• Identify dependencies, data sources, and your level of readiness
• Define a high-level road map for your intelligent data strategy
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Select and analyze use
cases

Identify desired
outcomes

Assess data
characteristics

– Identify beneficial use cases

– Identify the different analytics
required for the selected use case

– Understand the readiness of your
environment

– Identify potential automated
actions and triggers

– Identify the characteristics of
required data sets

– Articulate desired business
outcomes
– Pinpoint critical success factors

– Qualify internal and external data
sources

– Forge business-to-IT alignment

– Ascertain data cleaning and
aggregation requirements

FIGURE 8. AI transformation workshop phases

After the attendees have explored the options through the HPE AI Transformation Workshop, the organization can continue the AI and data
journey with a proof-of-value based on the selected priority use case. When ready, this can be expanded through solution implementation
with a secure modernization, or consumption model.

Proof of value
Value of predictive and prescriptive maintenance should be quickly demonstrated as a growing number of customers demand for initial
proof of value before investing.

Total pilot time: ~8 to 12 weeks
2 to 4 weeks
‒ Environment setup (at customer site
or at HPE AI Lab)
‒ Customer data load and cleaning

FIGURE 9. Proof of value description

5 to 7 weeks
‒ Design of analytics scope (descriptive,
diagnostic, interactive, predictive,
prescriptive)
‒ Development and reviews with
customer

1 week
‒ Business insights report building and
presentation
‒ Next steps proposal
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SUMMARY
Unexpected malfunctions in assets, quality control issues, and even regularly scheduled maintenance can be costly in terms of downtime,
lost productivity, and risk. Some organizations are spending a lot of time performing manual inspections and analyses of these assets. HPE
DPM and quality control solution addresses the scalability, integration, and interpretation challenges of asset maintenance through an AI
transformation workshop, a proof of value, implementation expertise, tested HPE hardware (HPE Apollo, HPE Edgeline, HPE compute
platforms), recommended HPE software such as ML Ops, partner data science platform (Dataiku), and open source components such as
Kafka and NiFi. The solution delivers a unique and open solution in customer data center, at the edge or in the cloud. This solution covers all
data sources, integrates with partner analytics tools, manufacturing systems and data science platforms, supports supervised (failure
prediction) and unsupervised (anomaly detection) learnings to optimize the outcomes through decision prescription, image-based analytics
and action automation. Contact your HPE representative for more information, reference configurations, use cases, demonstration, services,
and support of this service.

LEARN MORE AT
hpe.com/ai
hpe.com/info/deep-learning
Follow us
Facebook: facebook.com/HPEAI/
Twitter: HPE AI - @HPE_AI
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/showcase/hpe-ai/
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